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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the nonlinear difference quation with variable delay 
x(n  + 1) - x(n)  =- F (n ,  x(g(n)) ,  n = O, 1, 2 , . . . ,  (1.1) 
where F(n , . )  : R --* R is continuous with F(n,O) =- 0 for n C N and g : N ~ Z is non- 
decreasing with g(n) < n for n E N and l im~o~g(n)  --* oo. Here N = {0 ,1 ,2 . . .}  and 
Z -- { . . . ,  -1 ,  0, 1 , . . .  }. By a solution of (1.1), we mean a sequence {x(n) )  which is defined for 
n > g(0) and satisfies (1.1) for n c N. 
Concerning the variable delay in (1.1), we consider two cases. 
(i) n - g(n) is bounded, that is, there exists a positive integer k, such that 
n - g(n) <_ k, for all large n. (1.2) 
(ii) n - g(n) is unbounded, that is 
lim (n - g(n)) = oo. (1.3) 
n-- -~ Go 
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We see that g(n) = n - k and g(n) = [n/2] are typical examples of (1.2) and (1.3), respectively, 
where [.] denotes the greatest integer function. For the general background of delay difference 
equations, one can refer to recent books [1-3; 4, Chapter 7]. The study of the qualitative behavior 
of solutions to linear difference quations can been seen in [5-8] and the references cited therein. 
Also, the asymptotic behavior of solutions to nonlinear difference quations have been studied 
extensively, see [4,9-12] for example. (1.1) has the following special form: 
x(n + 1) - x(n) + rnh(x(g(n)))  = O, n = O, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (1.4) 
where {rn} is a nonnegative sequence and h : R ~ R is a continuous function with xh(x) > 0 
for x ~ 0. For simplicity, throughout this paper, we always denote 
x = 2 + 2(k + 1-------~' if (1.2) holds, 
3 
~, if (1.3) holds. 
In [10], the authors have obtained the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.A. (See [10].) Let h be a continuous function, such that 
Ih(x)L < Lxl, for x~0.  (1.5) 
Suppose that 
f i r i  _< fl, for all large n, (1.6) 
~=g(n) 
and ~i=o ri = co. Then every solution of (1.4) tends to zero. 
Consider the discrete logistic equation (see [4, Chapter 7 and Chapter 11]) 
y(n + 1) = ay(n) 
1 + by(~ - k)' (1.7) 
y(i) > O, for i = -k , .  .. , -1 ,  and y(0) > 0, 
where a e (1, ~) ,  b • (0, co), and n = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  It has been proved in [4, Chapter 11] that if 
k = 1, then every solution of (1.7) tends to the positive equilibrium (a - 1)/b, while in the case 
k > 2, to obtain global attractivity results for (1.7)was proposed as the open problem [4, 11.6.4]. 
The change of variables yn = (a - 1)b- le ~ transforms (1.7) to the equation 
x(n+ 1) -x (n )+ho(x)=O,  (1.s) 
where ho(x) = ln[a-l((a - 1)e x -F 1)]. As pointed out in Section 3, 
a -1  
x < ho(x) < x, for x ¢ 0, (1.9) 
a 
from which, we see that (1.6) isn't satisfied for any positive integer k, so Theorem 1.A can't be 
applied to (1.8). However, we notice that ho(x) /x has different suppremum on the two sides of 
the equilibrium x = 0, which has not been emphasized in Theorem 1.A since the restriction (1.5) 
is symmetric about the equilibrium. It is the notice that leads to the main ideal of this paper! 
Motivated by the above observation and the method used in [10] as well as the references cited 
herein, we assume that there exist {pn}~n=l and {qn}~=l with P,~,qn >_ 0 for n -- 0 ,1,2, . . . ,  such 
that for large n and x E R, 
qn min{0, f(--x)} _< F(n, x) <_ Pn max{0, f(-x)}, (1.10) 
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where 
f E C[R, R] and there exsit ~,/~ > 0, such that 
-ax  < f (x )  < fix and xf (x )  > 0 for x ¢ 0. 
Also, we always assume that there exist p, q > 0, such that for all large n, 
(1.11) 
n 
P i_<pAand ~ qi_<qA. (1.12) 
i=g(~) ~=g(~) 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the global asymptotic behavior of (1.1) under the- 
assumption (1.10). We get the improved 3/2-conditions for the attractivity of the zero solution 
of (1.1), by which, Theorem 1.A has been improved and a solution to the open problem [4, 11.6.4] 
has been obtained. The main result and the applications will be presented in Section 3. First of 
all, we prove some useful lemmas in the following section. 
2. SOME LEMMAS 
Throughout his paper, we will use the convention 
m 
~-'~Pi -- 0, whenever m< n - 1. 
Denote g- l (n )  = sup{m : g(m) <_ n} and g-(i+l)(n) = g - l (g - i (n ) )  for n > 0 and 9i+l (n)  = 
g(gi(n)) for n >_ g-a(0),  where i = 1,2,3. For x E R, define 
](x)=max~" sup f(u), sup { - f ( -x )} '~.  
1.0<u<x O<u<x ) 
For p > 0 and q > 0, set 
~=max{1, p}, ~=max{1, q}. 
In view of the property of g, we see that there exists a sufficiently large integer n0, such that 
g(n) > 0 for n >_ no and that 
g2(n) < g(n) ~ n < g- l (n) ,  for n > no. 
In the case where n - g(n) is bounded, we further assume that n - g(n) < k for n > no, then 
g- l (n )  - n < k, for n > no. (2.1) 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that (1.10)-(1.12) hold with ~ = fl = 1. Set nl > g-2(no), such that 
g2(n 1 -- 1) _> 0 and that (1.12) holds for n > g2(n 1 - 1). Let x(n) be a solution of (1.1) satisfying 
X(nl -- 1)x(nl) < 0. (2.2) 
Then for any M > O, we have the following statements. 
(i) I f  x(n) > -M for g2(nl - 1) < n < nl - 1, then x(n) < pp] (M)  for nl <_ n <_ g - l (n  1 - 
1)+1.  
(ii) I f  x(n) <_ M for g2(nl - 1) < n < nl - 1, then x(n) >_ -qq f (M)  for nl <_ n <__ g - l (n l  - 
1)+1.  
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PROOF. 
By (2.2), there exists a real number ~ E [ni -- 1, nl], such that  
x(ni - 1) + {x(ni)  - x(ni - 1)}(~ - ni  + 1) = 0. 
From the nondecreasing property of ] ,  we have 
f(x(n)) > -](x(n)) >_ -?(M),  
which, by (1.1) and (1.10), implies that  
x(n + 1) - x(n) <_ p, j (M),  
and 
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We will prove Lemma 2.1(i). The proof of Lemma 2.1(ii) is similar and will be omitted. 
fo rg2(n i -1 )<n<nl -1 ,  
for g(ni - 1) < n < g-i(na - 1), 
nl - -2  
X(~ 1 -- 1) - x(g(n)) = E {x(j + 1) - x( j )} 
j=g(~) 
nl--2 
<_ ](M) E pJ, for ni  - 1 < n < 9 -1(n l  - 1). 
j=g(n) 
It follows from (2.3) and (2.4) that  for ni - 1 < n < g-i(ni - 1), 
nl - -2  
x(g(n)) > x(nl - 1) - ](M) E ;J 
j=g(n) 
n l - -2  
~ pJ 
j=g(n) 
---- -{x (n l )  - x(ni -- 1)}(~ -- n l  + 1) -- ](M) 
/) 
n l - -2  
>__ - ] ( i ) (~  - .1 + i);~i-i - ](M) Z PJ 
j=g(n) 
nl-1 } 
=-] (M)  ~ E P J - (n i -~)Pm- i  • 
(J=g(,O 
From (1.10) and the inequality 
](x) < x, for x > 0, 
we get by (2.5) that  for ni - 1 < n < g-i(ni - 1), 
[ hi-1 
~(n + 1) - ~(n) < ;~]  ] (M)  ~ ~ pj - (n l  - ~) ; .~-~ 
1,5=g('~) 
<_pV(M)p" ~~, p~-(n~-~)p'~_~ 
I,J=g(,~) 
where p~ = p-ipi, i = 1, 2 , . . . .  By (1.12), we see that  
g-1(n l - -1  )
0< ~ ~;+(nl ' _ _ - ~)p~, - i  < ~, 
i~721 
from which we have two possible cases. 
(2.3) 
(2 .4)  
(2 .5)  
(2.6) 
(2 .7)  
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CASE 1. d - -~  r ~ ~..~-I nl__lj = .~-..,~=nl Pi' + (n l  -- ~)Pn l - l '  < 1. 
g-l(nl - 1) + 1, 
n--1 
x(n) -= x(nl) + E {x(i + 1) -- x(i)} 
i=n I 
*%--1 
= {x(rtl) -- x(n l  - -  1)}(nl - ~) + E {x(i + 1) - x(i)} 
i=-nl 
[ j=g(nl--1) 
+P2f(M) P: ~ E p~ -(nl-~)plnl-1 
~=,u (j=9(i) 
_< pV(z )  [(nl - ~)P'~1-1 {~ - (nl - ~)/~1-1} 
~)Pn1-1 
i=r~ 1 j=n l  
=p2f(M) A p:T(nl-~)p~_l - E E p} 
i=nl  i=nl  j=n l  
g-1(n1--1) ] 
-(n~ ~)P~,-1 ~ p~-(n~ ~'~ '~ 
- -  I I - -  ~) Ph i -1  
i=n l  
[ / i~1 ) 9--1 ('iql-- 1) 1 g-~(~-l) ~2 1 ,2 =p2f(M) £d-~ p~ --~ ~ p~ 
g-l(n]--l) 1 s I 2 12 --(nl -- ~)Pnl--1 E Pi  --  ('i%1 -- ~) P hi-1 
~=rt 1 
- -  p '~  -I- (nl - -  ) p n l -1  " 2\  ~=~1 
Noticing (2.1) and the inequality 
m 2 Yi _< EYe ,  for y~ E R, i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m,  
i=1 i=l 
we get 
x(n) <p2f(M){ Ad-ld 2-1 1 
- -  2 g - l (n l  - -  1)  - -  (n l  - -  1 )  + 1 
x p{ + (n 1 t - ~)P , ,~- I  
\ i=nl 
p } 
=p2f(M) Xd 2(k+l )d  2 , fo rn l<_n_<g- l (n l -1 )+ l .  
By (2.3) and (2.7), we have for nl _< n < 
(2.s) 
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Since the function Ax - ((k 4- 2)/(2(k 4- 1)))x 2 is increasing on [0, 1], it follows that 
x(n) < p2](M) <_ p~](M), for nl <_ n <_ g - l (n l  - 1) 4- 1. 
CASE 2. 1 < d V'. g-~(nl-1) ' - = . . . .  1 P~ + (nl - ~)Pn~-I < )~" In this case, there exists a positive integer 
n2 6 [nl ,g- l(nz - 1) + 1], such that 
g-l(nl--1) g-l(nl--1 )
E P~ < 1, and E P~ > 1, 
i=n2 i=n2--1 
which implies that 
n2--2 1 1 
<1.  
For nl <_ n < g - l (n  z - I) + 1, we consider the following two subcases. 
SUBCASE (1). nl < n < n2 -- 1. In view of (2.3), (2.4), and (2.10), 
n--1 
x(n) = x(nl)  + E{x( i+  1) -x ( i )}  
i=rt 1 
n--1 
---- {z(n l )  -- x(n l  -- 1)}(n l  -- ~) 4- E {z( i  4- 1) -- x ( i )}  
i=n  1 
S,BCASE (2). 
where 
( 
< p](M)  I (nl - ~)P'1-1 
<_ p f (M)  { (nl - ~)p'~_l 
% 
< p(;, - 1 ) / (M)  
< pp](M). 
+~__~ P~ 
n 2-2 1 + Ep; 
n2 <_ n <_ g - l (n  z - 1) + 1. From (2.3), 
n2--2 n--1 
x(n) = x(nl)  4- E (x(i  + 1) - x(i)} 4- x(n2) - x(n2 - 1) 4- E {x(i 4- 1) - x(i)} 
i=n 1 i=rt 2 
n2--2 
---- {X(nl) -- x(nl -- 1)}(nl -- ~) 4- E {x(i 4- 1) -- z(i)} 
4- (1 -- n2 + •){x(n2) -- x(n2 -- 1)} 
n--1 
4- (n2 - ~){x(n2) - x(n2 - 1)} 4- E {x(i 4- 1) - x(i)} 
i=n2 
= $1 + $2, 
n2--2 
S1 - -  {x (n l )  - x(n l  - 1)}(nl - ~) + E {x(i + 1) - x(i)} 
i=~%1 
+ (1 - ~ + ~) (~(~)  - z(~2 - -1)},  
n--1 
s~ = (n~ - '7 ) (~(~)  - ~(~ - 1)} + ~ (~(i  + 1) - ~(i)}. 
i=n2 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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In view of (2.4) and (2.7), we have, respectively, 
( 
Sz < p](M) l ' - -  Pnl--l (Tt I -  
and 
+ pV(M) 
n 2 --2 } 
' - 1 '  pj+(,7 );n2-1 
j=nl  
g-- I (f~'l -- 1) [ nl--1 } 
E p: i E P~" -- (nl -- ~)Plnl--1 " 
Then, in the case n2 _< n < g- l (nl  - 1) + 1, 
x(n) < Sl + S2 
,' ,' f/, t < pf(M) (nl -~)p~1_1 + E PJ + (r]- 2)P~2-1 
j=-n 1 
- ~) f (  )P ,~,-1 Pi  - (n l  - ~)Pn i -1  
9-I(m-1) ~ m-1 ] 
+P2](M) E P:i E p}-(nl-~)p~_1 
i=~2 ( j=g(i) 
By (2.9), there exists a real number q E In2 - 1, n2), such that 
g-i(nl--1 )
i~n2 
Noticing p _< pp and p2 _< pp and using (2.11), we have 
t n ! 
j~n l  
} x p~ + (n2 ' - ~)P ,~- I  
i=n2 
+ (n2 -- rl)P~n2-1 / ,i=g(n2--l) n~l p:_(nl_~)p~nl_l} 
+ 
'= (3"=9(~) 
"g-l(nl--1) , { __ , n2--1 ' n ! nl--1 ! } 
=pff(M) E pi (nl ~)P~1-1 + E pJ + (~- 2)p,~2-1 + E pJ 
i :n2 j :n l  j=g(i) 
n2_1 
q- (n2 -- r/)p~n,_l (nl -- ~)ptnl_ 1 -~- E P} -'[- (?'1 -- ?/,2)ptn2_l 
j=r* 1 
(2.11) 
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Ftl--I 1 + E ; : - (nl -~)P~l-1 - 
i=g(n~- 1)  
g-~(.~-1) ] 
- ~)P ,~-  1 Pi 
-g-I(.~-I) [" n~-1 } 
= pp](M) E P: I E P~ - (n2 - ~)P~- I  
i=~2 I,j=g(i) 
<_ p~](M) ~ p; A - ~ p~ - (n2 - ~])P~-I 
i=n2 j=n2 
+ (n2 - ~);%_1{a - (-2 - ~)p%_~}] 
g-l(nl--1) i 
=ppf(M) A -  E p: EPJ-(n2-r/)Ptn,-1 
i~n2 j~n2 
- (n2 - ) p ,~_ l J  
1 /g- l (nl -1) ~2 1 
=ppf(M) A--~ p~ --~ .= 
9-1 (nl--1) 2 t2 ] 
× ~ ; : - (n2 -T lp~_ l  
i~rL 2 
g-l(nl-1) 
}2 p: i~n2 
' 
- -  -- ~)Pn2-1 
p~ + (n2 = ppf (M)  ~-  ~ \ ~--~ - ~) ;~_~ 
__  p ,2+(n2_  ) pn2_l  ' 
2 \ i=n~ 
1 1 g-~_~- I) 
. . . .  p '~÷(n2-  )p ,~_ l ]  • =pff(M) A 2 2 \ ~=,~2 
Using (2.1) and (2.8) again, we get 
x(n) <_ ppf(M) [)~ 2(k + 1) \ ~=~2 p~ + (n2 - ~7)P~2-1 = pp](M). 
For equation (1.1) with unbounded elay, replacing k with 0% we can easily carry out the proof 
in a similar way to the case with bounded delay. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that (1.10)-(1.12) hold with a = ~ = 1 and that 
ppqq ~ 1. (2.12) 
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Set nl and x(n) as that in Lemma 2.1. Then for any M > O, 
(i) If p <_ 1 and -q(~M <_ x(n) <_ M for g2(ni - 1) < n _< ni - 1, then for n > ni, 
-q(t / (M) <_ x(n) <_/(M). (2.13) 
(ii) If q < 1 and -M < x(n) < p~M for g2(n I - 1) < n _< nl - 1, then for n > ni, 
- / (M)  <_ x(n) < ppf(M).  (2.14) 
we have the following statements. 
PROOF. We are going to prove Lemma 2.2(i). The proof of Lemma 2.2(ii) is similar and will be 
omitted. Assume that p < 1 and -q~M <_ x(n) <_ M for g2(nl - 1) < n < nl - 1. By Lemma 2.1, 
(2.13) holds for ni _< n < g - i (n l -1 )+ l .  If (2.13) is false for some n > g - i (n l -  1)+1, we denote 
Ni = min{n > g- i (n i  - 1) + 1: x(n) < -q~f (M)  or x(n) > f (M)} ,  then Ni > g- i (n i  - 1) + 1. 
It is easy to see that 
-q~f (M)  < x(n) < ](M),  for ni < n < g l  - 1 (2.15) 
and that x(N1) > f (M)  or x(Ni) < -qqf (M) .  If x(g i )  > f (M) ,  (2.15) implies that x(Ni) - 
x (Y i  - 1) > 0. By (1.1) and (1.10), we have x(g(N1 - 1)) < 0. Set No - 1 = max{g(Ni  - 1) < 
n < Ni : x(n) < 0, x(n + 1) > 0}, then x(No - 1)x(N0) < 0 and g2(nl - 1) < g3(N1 - 1) <_ 
g2(No - 1) < No - 1 < Ni. Using the assumption in (i) and (2.15), we get 
z(n) > -qqM, for g2(N0 - 1) < n < No - 1. (2.16) 
It follows from Lemma 1.1(i) and (2.12) that 
x(n) < p~qCTf(M) < f (M) ,  for No <_ n <_ g- i (No - 1) + 1. 
Since g(N1 - 1) <_ No - 1 < Ni and g is nondecreasing, we have No < N1 <_ g- i(No - 1) + 1 
and f (M)  < x(Ni) <_ ](M),  a contradiction. On the other hand, if x(N1) < -qqf (M) ,  (2.15) 
implies that x(N1) - x(Ni - 1) < 0. By (1.1) and (1.10), we have x(g(Ni - 1)) > 0. Set 
No - 1 = max{g(Ni  - 1) < n < N1 : x(n) > O, x(n + 1) <_ 0}, then x(No - 1)x(N0) < 0 and 
g2(ni - 1) <: g3(N1 - 1) < g2(No - 1) < No - 1 < Ni. Using the assumption in (i) and (2.15), 
we get 
x(n) < M, for g2(N0 - 1) < n < No - 1. (2.17) 
It follows from Lemma 2.1(ii) that 
x(n) > -qq/ (M) ,  for No <_ n <_ g- i(No - 1)+ 1. 
By the similar discussion to the above, we obtain -qC~f(M) > x(Ni) >_ -qq f (M) ,  also a contra- 
diction. So (2.13) holds for n > ni and the proof is complete. 
3. MAIN  RESULT AND APPL ICAT IONS 
In this section, we will present our main result and some applications. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that (1.10)-(1.12) and (2.12) hold with a =/3 = 1. Suppose that there 
exists a positive integer N* and a sequence of functions ~r~ : (0, oo) --~ [0, oo), n = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . ,  
such that for each e > O, 
inf F(n,x)  > ~n(e), sup F(n,x)  < -~?n(e), x<-e 
:11~ E 
O0 
and ~--~ ~n(e) = oo, 
N* 
for n _> N*, 
(3.1) 
then every solution of (1.1) tends to zero. 
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PROOF. Let x(n) be a solution of (1.1). We start to prove that 
lira x(n) = 0. (3.2) 
When x(n) is eventually positive or negative, we can easily prove by (1.10) that x(n) is eventually 
nonincreasing or nondecreasing. Thus, by (3.1), we see that (3.2) holds. Now assume that 
x(n) oscillatory, then we can choose a sequence of positive integers {ni} satisfying nj ~ co as 
j --~ co, such that x(nj - 1)x(nj) < 0 for j = 1,2, . . . .  Also, we suppose that nl > g-2(no), 
nk+l > g-2(nj) for j = 1,2, . . . .  Noticing that (2.12) implies that p _< 1 or q _< 1, we can 
complete the proof in two cases. In the case p <_ 1, let M be a positive constant, such that 
-qqM <_ x(n) <_ M, for g-2(nl - 1) A n _ n~ -- 1, 
which, by Lemma 2.2(i), implies that 
-q-qf(M) < x(n) <_ ](M), for n > nl. 
Denote f l (M)  = f (M)  and ~'+I(M) = fo  ]j(M) for j -- 1,2, . . . .  By repeating the above 
argument j times, we have 
-q~(M)  <_ x(n) < f i (M),  for n >_ nj. (3.3) 
From (2.6), we know that {~.(M)} is nonincreasing. Set M0 = limj-..oo ]i(M). By definition 
of ~,  we have Mo = f(Mo), which implies that M0 = 0. It follows from (3.3) that x(n) tends to 
zero. In the case q A 1, the proof is similar and will be omitted. The proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let h be a continuous function and there exist al,/31 > 0, such that 
Suppose that for all large n, 
n 
1/3~2/3 
al  /91 E r ,<A,  
-a lx  < h(x) </31 x, for x # 0. (3.4) 
n 
2/3 ,~1/3 
if cq </31, or Otl /91 E r,~ < A, if a l  >/31. (3.5) 
n If ~o  rn = co, then every soIution of (1.4) tends to zero. 
PROOF. Set F(n, x) -- - r ,h(x) ,  Pn =/31rn, q~ = alrn, and 
{/3~ -lh(x), if x_> 0, f (x) = ~-lh(x) ,  i fx  < 0, 
then (1.10) is satisfied with ~ =/3  -- 1. In the case where al  _< /31, set p = (/31/al) 1/a and 
q -- (al//31) 2/a, then (3.5) implies that (1.12) holds. In addition, 
_ _  = ppqq = qp2 = \-~1] \ ~"~ / 
By Theorem 3.1, every solution of (1.1) tends to zero. In the case where al  >/3t, the proof is 
similar and will be omitted. The proof is complete. 
REMARK 3.1. When ~1 = 131 = 1, Corollary 3.1 reduces to Theorem 1.A. Applying the result to 
equation (1.8), we have the following corollary. 
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COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that 
( _~)  1/3 3 1 
2(k + + 2(k + 
then every solution of (1.7) tends to the positive equilibrium (a~- 1)/b. 
PROOF. By calculation, we get ~-_ 
(a - 1)e x 
h~°(x)= l+(a -1)e  x >0 and h~(x)>O,  for x C R.  
Notic ing that  h~(x) --* 1 as x -~ +co and h~o(O) = (a - 1)/a, we get (1.9). Set h(x) -- h0(x), 
al  = (a - 1)/a, fll = 1, and rn = 1 for n = 0, 1 . . . . .  It  is easy to verify that  all the condit ions 
of Corol lary 3.1 are satisfied, then every solut ion of (1.8) tends to zero, and then every solution 
of (1.7) tends to the positive equi l ibr ium (a - 1)/b. The proof is complete. 
REMARK 2. The above corollary gives a solution of the open problem [4, 11.6.4]. 
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